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Abstract
Electronic services to citizens are a growing concern to governments all over the world, not
in the least in the domains of social security and labor market. It was at the Montreal
Conference of the ISSA â the International Social Security Association â in 1999 that
many organizations in many countries showed to be grappling with many questions
concerning the implementation of electronic service delivery. In order to elaborate on
experiences of implementation, the ISSA and three Dutch member organizations arranged an
expert work shop on implementation strategies for E-government in social security in the
Autumn of 2000. This report summarizes the experts conclusions on strategies, methods,
doÂ´s and donÂ´ts. It emphasizes the importance of a mix of technological, political,
legislational and organizational prerequisites. The considerations encompass the following
domains or perspectives: (i) Infrastructure, being the technical devices such as network
components, servers, protocols, instruments for client identification, which needs some
cooperation or coordination between social security organizations; (ii) Data management,
which poses the question how governments can avoid to ask citizens or employers for the
same information twice; (iii) Standards and responsibilities, dealing with scope, and with
how they are to be established, implemented and maintained; (iv) Client appreciation, one of
the key issues when designing the services, which ones and how; (v) Issues of flexibility,
which are related to changes in legislation, in technical standards and client appreciation; and
last but not least: (vi) Costs and benefits, the context of justification for investments. For each
domain or theme, context, goals and experiences are stated first. Only a few examples are
described in the report itself. Each theme ends with doÂ´s and donÂ´ts, aiming at the
promotion of action, at the reduction not the ignorance of complexity. A range of illustrative
cases is described in a separate appendix.
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1. Preface 
 
1.1 ISSA 
It was through the ordeals of two world wars and the severe crisis in the international economy in the 30’s, 
that the need for public social protection, based on the solidarity of all citizens, made itself felt. It also 
became evident that the very concept of social security and its practical application could be perfected and 
developed through extensive international cooperation. 
 
In order to give substance to such cooperation the International Social Security Association (ISSA) was 
founded in 1927. Being a privileged forum of social security institutions throughout the world and an 
acknowledged partner to everyone interested in the appropriate development of social protection adapted to 
the needs of populations, the ISSA has become a universal institution whose essential role is inherent in the 
network which it embodies. At present the ISSA brings together 282 member organizations in 147 
countries. 
 
1.2 ISSA and information technology 
Whatever the geographical location of social security schemes and their stage of development, one of the 
priorities of their administrators is to improve the efficiency of their management and, by the same token, 
the quality of services delivered to insured persons. What information technologies should be used in 
increasing administrative efficiency? How can working procedures be rationalized while at the same time 
providing better support to employees? How can communication be improved, both within the institution 
and with insured persons? The solutions make recourse to new information technologies unavoidable. 
 
The search for an optimum IT structure and the development of new organizational structures play a key 
role in the management of social security schemes. In order to support its members in the application of IT, 
the ISSA offers two initiatives: 
 
?? International conferences 
These conferences, mainly intended for ISSA member organizations, are an open forum for social security 
administrators as well as experts and specialists in the information technology field. As a general rule, they 
give rise to technical discussions on data processing strategies to be developed in coming years, the 
application of new technologies and their impact on the management of social security systems. 
 
?? Restricted meetings of experts 
Meetings bringing together a limited number of managers and of IT technicians and experts of ISSA 
member organizations have as their objective the dissemination, sharing, exchange and discussion of their 
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experiences relating to research, development and application of information technology. It is within the 
framework of these more restricted, and accordingly more interactive, meetings that the main evolutionary 
trends in this field can be distinguished. 
 
1.3 Work shop on electronic services 
Electronic services to citizens are a topic of increasing interest all over the world, not least in the domains of 
social security and labor market. The1999 ISSA Conference in Montreal (“Electronic Services: New service 
delivery opportunities for social security schemes”) offered a broad view on the state of the art in these 
domains. 
 
It was obvious at the Montreal conference that Social Security organizations in many countries are 
grappling with many questions concerning the implementation of electronic service delivery. In order to 
elaborate on experiences of implementing electronic services, ISSA and three Dutch ISSA members 
organized an expert workshop on implementation strategies for E-government in social security. 
 
In the Autumn of 2000, thirteen experts of ISSA member organizations (see list of participants) exchanged 
experiences. The emphasis of the discussion was on implementation issues. This report summarizes the 
group’s joint conclusions on strategies, methods, do’s and don’ts. It stresses the importance of a mix of 
technological, political, and organizational conditions. Aspects of marketing and legislation are equally 
involved. 
 
In this report, we take for granted the specific goals of governments and social security institutions on 
electronic service delivery. Therefore this report does not analyze E-government policies. We are aware of 
the fact that quite different motives and goals collide in programs for electronic service delivery in social 
security. Demographic developments (a rise in pensioners) and expected budgets (hardly growing) require 
more efficient ways to communicate with clients. Institutional legitimacy in the era of new economics may 
stimulate the introduction of innovations in social security. There may be targets set by government itself. 
Making labor markets more transparent and accessible  is a motive. Meeting new customer demands and 
improving client satisfaction are other important motives. Lowering the administrative burden for employers 
is another goal. National and institutional emphases differ nevertheless. 
 
In order to focus the discussion it was decided beforehand to investigate the following domains in detail: 
 
?? Infrastructure 
Electronic services are delivered to citizens using a technical infrastructure, consisting of network 
components, servers, protocols, etc. The main questions regarding infrastructure are how to prevent the 
following situations from happening:  
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o a variety of infrastructural components is being implemented in different areas (which leads to 
higher overall maintenance cost than is strictly necessary); 
o infrastructural components are being duplicated over organizations (which leads to higher cost of 
operations than is strictly necessary). 
 
?? National data management 
Citizens and employers tend to see the public sector as one single institution. However, this view changes 
when they have to provide different agencies, departments, or authorities within the public sector with the 
same information. The provision of electronic services does not in itself alter this situation. The only 
difference is that the data requested should be provided electronically instead of on paper (automating 
current inefficient procedures). 
 
The main question is how government can avoid to ask for the same information twice. This requires a 
redesign of information flows within government. 
 
?? Standards and responsibilities 
 The implementation of electronic services requires standards regarding infrastructures, data, systems and 
protocols. The main question is how these standards can be established, implemented and maintained. 
 
?? Client appreciation 
Electronic services are meant to make life easier and/or simpler for our clients. When designing the services 
most organizations tend to underestimate the “client perspective” and, even worse, so not (know how to) 
measure client appreciation. The main questions are how to involve clients in the development of the 
services and how to tailor the services to their needs and wishes. 
 
?? Flexibility 
Unfortunately services do not tend to remain stable. As a result of changes in legislation, infrastructure and 
client appreciation and preferences electronic services need to undergo minor or major changes. Therefore 
flexibility is a key issue in the development of services. 
 
?? Costs and benefits 
Implementing electronic services is costly. In order to persuade top management to support these 
investments we need more than qualitative benefits. The main questions where benefits can be gained and 
what the size of these benefits is. 
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1.4 For whom is this report meant? 
The target readers of this report are people within the public community who are responsible for policies on 
E-government. But also those responsible for implementation, general management, and government 
officials in advisory positions can benefit from the experiences that are presented and the cases described. 
We hope that countries that are on the edge of the introduction of a wide range of electronic services, or that 
are just starting to reflect on the questions, can also find some help and comfort from the general statements 
made. 
 
The report covers several themes and aspects of electronic delivery of services, ranging from providing 
customers with information to offering the possibility for transactions. For each theme we will start with a 
short analysis of the context, goals and experiences, and end with do’s and don’ts. Only a few examples will 
be presented in the text. A range of illustrative cases is described in a separate appendix. Each chapter aims 
to promote action. We have tried to reduce - not to ignore - complexity. 
 
Our concluding remarks will concentrate on the possibilities for exchanging experiences on a wider scale 
and the dissemination of knowledge in this field. This last paragraph will suggest possible additional 
activities within the ISSA community. 
 
2. Infrastructure  
 
2.1 Introduction 
Providing customers with electronic services requires an infrastructure that consists of: 
?? access to the Internet for both the provider and the customer; 
?? a server on which the electronic service is based; 
?? information kiosks that provide access to the service for clients who have no access to the Internet 
at home; 
?? a secure identification mechanism, based on PIN-codes (personal identification numbers), digital 
certificates, or biometric identification; 
?? a mechanism for the secure transmission of data: protocols, encryption facilities, a TTP (trusted 
third party). 
 
In their haste to introduce electronic services, government institutions may sometimes take a very short term 
approach at the expense of longer term architectural considerations. As they want to implement their 
services on short notice their projects tend to suffer from “tunnel vision”. As a result we see that: 
?? a variety of infrastructural components is being implemented in different areas (which leads to 
higher overall maintenance cost than is strictly necessary); 
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?? infrastructural components are being duplicated (which leads to higher cost of operations than is 
strictly necessary). 
So the main question government is confronted with, is how to integrate the different infrastructures that are 
developing now into just one public infrastructure ? 
 
CONCEPTS EXPLAINED 
 
 an ARCHITECTURE is a high level functional description of application components (like 
software and data bases, networks) and the way they interact; 
 an INFRASTRUCTURE is the whole set of technical components that support the provision of 
ICT-based services (both to employees and clients); 
 an APPLICATION is an information system that supports one primary function within an 
organization. 
 ICT : information and communication technology. 
 
 
2.2. Approaches 
2.2.1. Development of infrastructures 
The first step in developing an infrastructure is to describe in logical terms what the “business” needs with 
regard to ICT. What functions are required for the services in question? This description is the 
aforementioned architecture. The second step is then to design and implement the technical components that 
are necessary to realize the architecture, thereby fulfilling the business requirements.  
Using this approach it is possible to: 
?? define infra structural components that may be developed in cooperation with other public 
organizations (e.g. portals or kiosks); 
?? discuss which existing applications and infra structural components can be reused; 
?? establish what new components are necessary. 
 
When designing and implementing an infrastructure, it would of course be simplest to start from scratch. 
This is not a realistic assumption, because all types of components are already in place. Therefore you have 
to consider how to migrate to the final situation, taking in consideration that the migration itself should not 
interfere with day-to-day business. As a result the final infrastructure may be virtually one but may consist 
of a large number of different (old and new) components - that may even belong to different organizations. 
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An important means for the migration to a new infrastructure is the use of layer technology. This can help 
adapting current legacy systems to Internet technology, so that a migration towards a new architecture does 
not force the organization to redesign and build all its primary applications. This approach also protects 
legacy systems from the effects of the ongoing developments in technology. However, if you also want to 
change the administrative process itself, you can’t do this without changing the legacy systems themselves 
(don’t just automate the postman). 
 
LAYER TECHNOLOGY implies the design and implementation of a software layer as an interface between 
(the software of) legacy systems and (software of) end users. This software layer makes it possible to 
provide the end user with an up- -to-date user interface (graphical, web-enabled) without having to change 
the legacy system itself. 
 
2.2.2. Client perspective (see also section 5) 
Clients in social security may differ from other clients because of: 
?? financial reasons, when they rely on benefits or social assistance; 
?? skills: pensioners and immigrants may suffer from a lack of education or may not be accustomed to 
new technology. 
Therefore one should always provide customers with alternatives for the electronic supply of services (paper 
forms, cash money  - as preferred by pensioners for example). Provision of these alternatives requires front 
offices on location or regional offices that can be visited by clients. 
 
2.2.3 Front offices and kiosks 
Organizations may combine their front offices (shopping mall concept) in order to reduce the cost of 
operations and to provide more comprehensive or logically sequenced service for clients. In the long run, 
when electronic  services have become a common feature, front offices will be smaller and closer to the 
clients. This will create a more personal relationship between staff and clients, staff should also be able to 
deal with cases in a comprehensive way. 
 
Kiosks may help in providing customers with access to the internet and so to electronic services. When 
sharing kiosks between different organizations, it is preferable to make one organization responsible for 
support and maintenance of the kiosk.  
 
2.2.4. Identification of clients 
The electronic exchange of data regarding persons requires an identification and authentication mechanism, 
amongst which a unique identification number is the most urgently needed element. One (type of) 
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organization should be responsible for maintaining a data base that contains the numbers and the personal 
data. An identification number or code should not have a meaning in itself. That will only lead to mistakes. 
 
There is a distinction between identification/authentication and PKI (public key infra structure). The latter 
makes secure transmission of data possible while delivering a service electronically. It is possible, although 
not necessary to support identification and secure transmission by using a single chip card. It may not be 
necessary to include the certificate necessary for digital signatures on the device for electronic identification 
although that is an option. Certificates may also be issued by other organizations than the one providing the 
electronic identification. Using a certificate that requires biometric identification provides the client with a 
very secure solution for communicating with the public sector. 
 
Furthermore, chip cards should primarily be used to gain access to information contained in data bases in 
the back offices and for identification purposes. It is not advisable to store other information on the chip 
card itself, as this will cause problems such as: 
?? information on the card becoming outdated, leading to errors in decisions regarding clients; 
?? information getting lost because the client loses his of her chip card. 
 
During a migration phase it may however be necessary to store more data on the card than is necessary in 
the final situation. Chip cards can be used in several ways: 
?? to establish the relationship between the person and the card via biometric identification; 
?? to make sure that the photo that is included on the card has not been tampered with; 
?? to store the certificate for digital signatures. 
 
2.2.5. Implications for staff 
Electronic services and the accompanying identification mechanisms are not only important for clients but 
also for staff when they have to enter corporate data bases or knowledge bases via a corporate Intranet. Staff 
should therefore have the opportunity to get acquainted with modern ICT facilities. In addition to training 
and instruction, this may be facilitated by providing staff with computers at home for free or at a reduced 
rate. If services will be provided in a one stop shop concept, (more comprehensive and logically sequenced), 
staff training should be adjusted to this. 
 
OBVIOUS STATEMENTS – EASILY FORGOTTEN 
??Internet helps communicating, but never helps you (or your client) thinking. 
??Internet is only a medium; its success is based on accessibility (like phone and TV) 
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2.3. Conditions needed 
Legislation as well as inter-organizational competition may obstruct the integration of infrastructural 
components. Examples are budgetary constraints or the different constitution (and incentives) of governing 
bodies. Organizations may have the wish to remain self supporting (for fear of losing power or importance).  
 
Government should therefore address the integration issues TOP-DOWN, especially where networks, data 
exchange and re-use of data from central data bases are concerned. So central government has to formulate a 
clear policy on the infrastructural issues so as to prevent inter-organizational dead-locks. Also legal 
obstructions for the realization of real common infrastrastructures should be detected and dealt with. 
 
2.4. Pitfalls 
When infrastructural components (e.g. kiosks) are shared between different institutions the problem may 
occur that it is not clear who is responsible for operating the component. It may also prove difficult to 
establish whether all functions that are to be supported are still functioning properly. 
 
DO ... DON’T ... 
* Keep infrastructure as thin and flexible as possible  * Compete on infrastructure 
* Use proven technologies  
  (but test them first anyway) 
* Establish a model of the architecture  
and workstations in order to maintain power  
* Forget data-management or organizational 
issues of maintaining and using the technical 
infrastructure 
* Release your infrastructure without an 
operational management system 
 
3. National Data Management 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Citizens and employers tend to see the public sector as one single institution. However, this view changes 
when they have to provide different agencies, departments, or authorities within the public sector with the 
same information. The provision of electronic services does not in itself alter this situation. The only 
difference is that the data requested should be provided electronically instead of on paper (automating 
current inefficient procedures). 
 
The aforementioned problem is caused by the fact that public institutions do not (re)use each others data. If 
a government institution needs data it contacts a citizen or an employer rather than contacting a related 
organization to see whether this data is already available. As a result: 
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?? citizens and employers suffer, emotional as well as financial, because of the repeated requests for 
information (e.g. complaints from employers regarding the government’s “information hunger”); 
?? citizens and employers can act differently in their contact with different government institutions 
(and thereby commit fraud); 
?? the quality of the data registered within the government is low. 
 
3.2. Approaches 
3.2.1. Development of data interchange 
The re-use of data within government can help in achieving: 
?? cost reduction: by doing away with procedures for retrieving, verifying or correcting data; 
?? fraud prevention: because public organizations share the same up-to-date data on a client; 
?? decrease in the bureaucratic burden for employers and citizens: because they do not have to provide 
the government with the same data more than once. 
There are two fundamental models for data exchange - assuming that there are no legal barriers and that 
conditions described in 3.3 have been met. 
 
1) A model based on BURSTING/DISTRIBUTION MECHANISMS. 
 
In this model the employer (or citizen) who has to provide data, sends only one message to an intermediate 
(private) organization. This organization then sends messages to all public organizations that require data. 
Each organization may receive a subset of the data contained in the original message. This model is a simple 
solution for the problem where employers have to provide public organizations with the same data over and 
over again.  
 
It is a short term solution in two ways: 
?? it is simple and easy to manage; it does not require any application on the side of government and 
only a limited number of intermediate organizations; 
?? it does not on the other hand solve the problem of data quality, because all public organizations will 
need to verify the data for themselves. 
A problem that may occur in this model is that when an employer makes mistakes or sends incomplete 
data, all public organizations involved will contact him bilaterally in order to correct the data they received. 
 
2) A model based on AUTHENTIC DATA SOURCES. 
 
In this model one public organization is made responsible for specific  data elements that are needed by the 
government or the public sector as a whole. This will result in a limited number of so-called authentic data 
sources, each one being controlled by only one organization; e.g. a social security institution is responsible 
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for employment related data. In circumstances it is even possible to have two or more organizations being 
made responsible for different subsets in one -virtual or physical- data base. A public organization that 
needs information can retrieve this data from these authentic data sources, using a common infrastructure. 
 
This solution is far more complex than the previous one because it requires that: 
?? public organisations agree on which organisation is responsible for registering what data; 
?? a common infrastructure for data exchange is available. 
 
In return it brings more and greater benefits, because the authentic data stores can guarantee the quality of 
the data provided. Data entry, verification and changes in data are dealt with at one spot. In this way 
government can really re-use data, reduce operating cost, battle fraud and reduce the bureaucratic  burdens 
for employers. Also statistical information on benefits will increase in quality. 
 
3.2.2. Implementation of exchanges 
When exchanging data, organizations should use minimal data sets -  as small as possible -  that just fit the 
requirements of the organization that is in demand. There are managerial as well as privacy reasons for this. 
 
Organizations that exchange data should reach formal agreements, describing when, what, about who with 
regard to the data exchange. These agreements should be published, so all citizens (can) know what data is 
being exchanged. Organizations should check beforehand that exchanges are compliant with legislation, for 
instance by consulting their national privacy authority. 
 
3.2.3. Organizational measures 
Organizations that control an authentic data source should make a distinction between the employee 
responsible for data integrity (can the data be trusted) and the one responsible for privacy issues (may the 
data be exchanged). 
 
OBVIOUS STATEMENTS – EASILY FORGOTTEN 
??The best security can be achieved when you do not exchange data at all 
??Reference indexes are prerequisites for data exchange between organizations 
 
3.3. Conditions needed 
In order to exchange data regarding persons and employers (without misunderstanding each other) you need 
a unique identification number for both. 
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Legal problems should be solved. Present legislation may even forbid the re-use of data. 
Legislation can enhance the possibilities for data exchange in two ways: 
?? it can oblige public organizations to exchange data; 
?? it can facilitate the possible exchange of data, where organizations can decide for themselves if, 
when and what to exchange. 
 
3.4. Pitfalls 
Citizens should be assured that data is only used for the purpose for which it is collected. Citizens also have 
a right to view the data registered in their personal files by social security organizations, so they can correct 
the data when necessary. Organizations should ask themselves whether they are allowed to and can rely on 
the information of other organizations.  
 
When exchanging data between countries one has to take into account that different levels of privacy 
constraints occur. Also countries may have more than one identification key (different keys for different 
purposes). In some countries it is forbidden to have one national identification key or number. 
 
Employers should not have access to social security data, because access to that data might influence their 
behavior towards employees in a negative way (sickness history, firing people before they can claim 
pension). 
 
DO DON’T 
 
* Share information in order to avoid dangerous 
redundancy 
 
* Inform citizens when collecting information in 
advance of how data will be shared among other 
agencies. 
 
* In case of non obligatory re-use of data, make 
sure that citizens give their consent for sharing 
data among other agencies. 
 
* Forget to formalize agreements 
 
 
* Share data with other government agencies 
without understanding how the data will be used 
and protected by the other agency. 
 
* Underestimate citizen’s privacy concerns. 
 
 
* Have a lead department/government setting 
rules for data exchange and for audit and 
validation authentication. 
 
* Use information for any other reason than that 
defined in agreements and for which the client has 
been apprised of. 
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4. Standards and Responsibilities 
 
4.1 Introduction 
In developing infrastructures and models for inter-organizational data management decisions on standards 
and responsibilities have to be settled. With responsibilities we refer to the question as to which 
organization should be (made) responsible for: 
?? the standards, 
?? the actual quality of data, 
?? the systems that constitute the infrastructure, 
?? the protection of data stored and messages sent, 
?? the overall chains of interlinked processes of service delivery with which citizens or employers may 
be confronted. 
 
 
STANDARDS: 
are agreements on, or universally valid descriptions of, elements of 
an information architecture such as: 
* the definition of concepts, such as income or profession, (semantics), 
* the formats of variables, for instance of age or names (syntaxis) 
* data protection (procedures), 
* infrastructure (components of hard or software). 
 
In most cases the social security organizations are responsible themselves for their applications and 
infrastructures. Privacy legislation describes specific responsibilities with respect to data protection. In 
section 1 we introduced the challenge of integrating different infrastructures. 
 
4.2. Approaches 
4.2.1. Some central direction 
During the last decade it has been increasingly realised that all agencies within the field of social security 
will gain from adopting standards. Agreement on standards and their actual implementation are stimulated 
by E-government programs at national levels, Web-technology itself, customer expectations, and top level 
goal setting in social security (political drivers).  
 
As standards are necessary, how then will these standards be agreed upon and implemented by all relevant 
organizations? Within the field of social security with different agencies (social insurance organizations, 
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labour-offices, municipalities) the migration to one set of standards is not self evident. All independent 
organizations tend to use “their” own standards (definition of data, infrastructure, etc.).  
 
If we do want standardization in the field of social security this implies a role for a central institute, at least 
to describe the standards involved and to make them available. But we need more. Some agency or party 
must take the initiative to establish mutual consent. Procurement may ask for regulation. Central 
government is usually entitled and suited to do so. 
 
Central government is also responsible for making other agencies responsible  for: 
?? the use of (some) standards, 
?? the actual quality of data, 
?? the systems supporting the infrastructure for the exchange of information, 
?? the protection of data stored and messages sent. 
 
4.2.2. Implementation of standards  
There are different instruments to implement the use of a standard. Different modes depend on differing 
political and institutional circumstances. Do analyse these circumstances first. Investigate the motives that 
inform the behavior of agencies and organizations and the incentives to which they respond. Possible 
approaches are: 
 
?? Legislation: the government can decide to describe all standards in legislation. Because standards 
are influenced by juridical and technological developments, it is advisable to use lower legislation 
(ministerial regulations). Concentrate on codifying a frame-work for establishing and maintaining 
standards (describing parties and methods). 
 
?? Name and shame: an organisation which does not adopt a standard can be mentioned in a yearly 
report of a supervising organization to parliament. 
 
?? Certification: if the government finances the implementation-costs of social security legislation, the 
government could decide to pay less if an organisation is not certified. If standards are part of 
certification requirements, there is an incentive to adopt a standard. 
 
?? Consultation combined with supervision: this instrument could be used if all organisations involved 
agreed upon a specific target.  
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  BOX: the Y2K DEADLINE: 
The Y2K-project in the Dutch social sector has been based on consultation and 
supervision by the Ministry of Social Affairs. All relevant parties agreed upon the Y2K- 
approach and agreed to be Y2K-compliant on January 1999. The ministry consulted all 
agencies during 1998 and 1999 and supervised all activities and results. This approach is 
applicable if and only if all agencies agree on a specific and inevitable target, which was 
obviously the case in the Y2K-project. 
 
?? Incentives: the government can use financial incentives to reach the macro-goal of national 
implementation of a set of standards. This instrument could be used in cases where the sum of 
profits and burdens is positive, while there exists a burden for specific organizations. Rely on 
savings that will be made on individual budgets. 
 
?? Concentric deployment: start with an inner circle of agencies that are willing to co-operate and are 
to a large extent interdependent in the delivery of their services while using the same data. Success 
will stimulate others to participate. 
 
A mix of instruments could be chosen. In fact legislation without consultation in advance will probably not 
lead to adoption of the standards, nor to a clear distribution of responsibilities. 
 
4.3. Conditions needed 
Data will only be exchanged if common definitions are used. So don’t just concentrate on the technical side 
of standardization (infrastructure). The main issue is to enable citizens and agencies to understand each 
other when exchanging information. Meta information on data, their definitions, and their legal context and 
use is needed from the start. 
 
If a service is supplied by a range of autonomous organizations such as municipalities, the discussion on 
standards and responsibilities may even become more complicated. It helps if some organizing committee 
can speak for them all. Implementation strategies that rely on rational self interest of such organizations are 
even more recommended, especially when these organizations have alternative ways of funding (e.g. when 
they have their own tax schemes).  
 
Mutual trust is essential for sharing data in interconnected chains of service delivery. Service level 
agreements (SLA’s) or contracts are a suitable means for making explicit the expectations on the quality of 
data and the mutual obligations in the exchange of data between two or more agencies. Audit trails may be 
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used for verifying the quality of data, the processes, and the protection of data. They are an instrument in the 
enforcement of standards and generate trust as well. 
 
Ensure industry is aware of plans. Make vendor/government/private sector partnerships work. Develop trust 
in relationships and understanding of each others’ expectations. 
 
4.4. Pitfalls 
Governments may be inclined to lean back as soon as major organizations have started a discussion on 
standards on their own. However, the more fragmented the sector of social security in a country is, the 
smaller the chance of success of such an initiative. All agencies look for individual benefits when 
committing to a standard; in many instances this benefit will be highest when a standard is similar to the one 
the individual agency had already adopted. Otherwise investments should be made in order to apply to other 
standards. This tendency will easily cause dead-locks in any self organizing standardization process. 
Therefore it is absolutely necessary to introduce a “primus inter pares”, an organization that will settle the 
debate when the negotiating parties cannot reach an agreement. 
 
Apply the 80:20 rule when deciding on the scope of standards. Concentrate on what is strictly necessary. 
The last 20% of the job will take 80% of the resources needed. The rule means: 
?? set priorities in standardization. 
?? do not try to be comprehensive, but be satisfied with an achievable goal. 
 
Misunderstanding of market imperfections can be a barrier. Implementation of standards could have a 
negative impact on market availability but only in the short term as industry tends to adjust to standard 
requirements. 
 
DO DON’T 
 
* Identify areas of commonality before setting 
standards and cooperate on this 
* Put in place a Standards Office, to support the 
decision-making committee, to track the status of 
current standards, of pilots, and to investigate 
 
* Set milestones that are unachievable for any of 
the parties 
* Develop systems and/or infrastructure plans that 
are not confirmed to meet the business objectives 
of the parties involved 
* Implement change management processes 
* Appoint product managers to oversee products 
ensuring that defined user requirements are met, 
while adhering to corporate standards and inter-
government/partner agreements  
* Change the rules in mid-stream 
* Compete with governments or agencies that 
provide like services - collaborate 
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5. Client appreciation 
 
5.1 Introduction 
From the perspective of clients there are a number of problems to availing of electronic service delivery: 
?? not every one is skilled enough to adapt to new media (elderly, handicapped, immigrants); 
?? investments in compatible equipment are needed (standards change): clients may not have the 
income required to keep equipment updated; 
?? clients may have concerns about security of the infrastructure. 
 
On the other hand there are issues for the public organization with regard to client responses and conditions 
for participation: 
?? what are the actual needs of citizens or clients?  
?? secure identification of clients is a must - but how to proceed? 
?? how to develop an infrastructure in co-operation (sharing costs)? 
?? which services first; what to do in what order (setting of priorities)? 
 
In this section we do not tackle the issues of B2B (business to business) - nor Business to Administration 
communications. The field of employers is easier to handle and more structured. 
 
5.2 Approaches 
5.2.1. Knowing needs  
Questionaires and customer surveys can be used to identify client wishes. It is important to differentiate 
between target groups or categories of beneficiaries. 
 
It is wise to develop the services incrementally. Get customer input in the developmental stage. Test them 
before implementation with representative clients. Monitor the use. Re-use data that you already have and 
reduce the number of times that the agencies have to ask information from the client. Add services step by 
step. 
 
Add related services that are easy to deliver and aligned with the infrastructure and occasional contacts: the 
chat-box for mothers (after a first birth) for instance. 
 
5.2.2. Setting priorities 
 
The needs of customers - when measured or revealed - are important. But other inputs for decisionmaking 
are equally important. 
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?? Electronic services may include significant savings: e.g. data entry can be done by the customer. 
Therefore: look for opportunities to deliver simple high volume transactions online. 
?? Another perspective is that of quick results: do simple and structured transactions first. 
?? Target the segments of the customer population with the highest levels of internet use. 
?? Start where the organization in the back office is ready for the handling of requests; organize your 
back office/administrative process to respond adequately to the mainstream of demand. 
 
Offering a website or portal with some initial content such as standard information and request forms, is the 
cheapest part of electronic service delevery. Be aware that it may just be the start of an expensive program 
for re-arranging the communication with customers and restructuring the organization.  
 
5.2.3. Secure identification and cooperation 
The identification requirements for customers on the Web require a deliberate choice. There are various 
solutions with differing leves of security versus costs:  
? ?Ask clients for personal information (name, age, social security number) 
? ?Match data of the client with data already known; 
? ?Use PIN-codes (secret Peronal Identification Numbers); 
? ?Use chipcards; 
? ?Use biometric identification. 
Combinations of these techniques are possible.  
 
Look for opportunities to introduce identification systems in close co-operation with other agencies, even 
outside the social security area, maybe even private firms (e.g. Banks, insurance companies): 
? ?A proper device and its maintanance is an expensive part of infrastructure. It is attractive to share costs, 
and have more applications/services embedded in the same infrastructure. 
? ?It will be easier and more attractive for clients. 
 
Always compare the level of security with the level of secure identification in the paper world. Each 
environment has its vulnerability. Integrate the use of tools and techniques for identification with 
requirements for the administrative organization, on data storage, responsibilities for data, etc. 
 
5.2.4. Equipment and skills 
Internet is just another way of making contact. Clients may telephone, come to the counter and visit the 
office as well, or even write a letter. The use of internet can be stimulated by offering opportunities for 
related services, or just by a quick response to questions asked. Also the organization should supply learning 
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programmes for clients or assistance at the office where terminals are available (to help the “have nots” in 
the digital divide). 
 
To make best use of the private investments in Web access, try to find the lowest common denominator for 
the equipment in the client population and stick to that standard for quite a while. Copy the solutions of the 
private sector which have huge volumes and much more client contacts - but tailor them to the public 
domain. 
 
 
BOX - US Social Security Administration (SSA) 
 
Over the past two years the SSA has conducted a number of customer surveys and focus groups, including 
questions on visits of SSA’s websites.  
 
Some findings include: 
?? citizens look forward to treating the Internet as a communication tool as essential as the telephone; 
?? website customers want to obtain and provide personal information online, rather than just requests 
forms. They recognize the need to make the site secure; 
?? customers report having trouble finding what they want on the website. As the number of forms available 
on line increases, the challenge of easy navigation increases. 
?? many website customers want to submit specific or personal questions and get answers via E-mail; some 
want to report changes of adress, requests for direct deposit, or the death of a beneficiary. 
 
SSA is responding to these findings by offering citizens the ability to apply for benefits online, to check 
their records online, by improving response time for e-mail and by redesigning the site. 
  
 
5.3. Conditions needed 
In order to develop electronic services tailored to the wishes of both the customers and the agencies, you 
need  resources (money and time): to do research, investigate, conduct pilots, do the testing, get customer 
input, organize focus groups, etc. 
 
It helps when there is an open minded culture towards new technology within the agency and within the 
population. Business processes and infrastructure should be descibed, in order to anticipate on changes to be 
made in the back offices. Privacy legislation should allow to re-use the data, to match the data, to store 
adresses, etc. 
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5.4. Pitfalls 
The most obvious pitfall is building services based on miscalculating client needs. Offering parts of an 
infrastructure with which no trigger application or services can be delivered is just a variation on this theme. 
Interaction on content is needed.  
 
Avoid the perception of a quest for state control in connection to personal identification techniques. So 
concentrate on the value to the customer of personal security when using internet for transactions. 
Communicate on risks that remain, during crucial steps of an electronic transaction. Make clear that secure 
identification is in the interest of the customer.  
 
Above all: many clients don’t like too much interference and bureaucracy; so do not urge them to ask for 
information or use services, now that the internet may make them easily available. Internet is no excuse not 
to reduce the administrative burdens for citizens. 
 
And do not try to provide services in an electronic form if they are too complicated, too personal and 
requiring counselling and ongoing personal contact (re-entry of the labour market, difficult categories of 
clients). 
 
DO DON’T 
 
* Use the customers wishes as driver for succes 
* Develop services incrementally 
 
* Assume what is best for the customer-ask them. 
* Treat internet as the only way of making contact 
* Innovate in the back office and business process 
so as to meet client whishes in the electronic front 
office 
* Forget that customer preferences change 
frequently; don’t fail to keep current information 
about customers. 
  
 
6. Flexibility  
 
6.1. Introduction 
The need for flexibility in the delivery of services (electronically) is caused by: 
?? changes in political climate, in representative majorities, and in policy, 
?? changing legislation and obligations (European, national, regional levels), 
?? technical developments (new packages issued, mergers of suppliers, etc.), 
?? changes in customer wishes (speed, 24 hour service, direct email contact), 
?? changes in the institutional environment (new agencies, competing authorities). 
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The problems - in managing the electronic service delivery - that result are partly due to: 
?? huge old legacy systems (in Cobol, spaghetti code, modestly documented); 
?? the volumes involved; 
?? the political assumptions about how easy it is to implement; 
?? the fact that clients may be inflexible as well; 
?? the high standards regarding equal treatment of citizens, rule based delivery and fraud prevention. 
 
6.2. Approaches 
6.2.1. Awareness 
Managing adaptiveness starts with a permanent awareness of the need to do so. So top management and 
government officials should reflect on flexibility in the organization of electronic services. Acknowledge 
that flexilibity on client-orientation requires more than legislative changes. And be ready to take advantage 
of opportunities: a change in leadership (political and managerial), a change in concurrent agencies that may 
interfere with your mission, and changes in technologies for delivery. 
 
6.2.2. Preparedness 
Being prepared requires resources and responsibilities dedicated to issues of flexibility. 
The base line is having a solid part or branch of the organization that addresses information management 
and the organization of maintenance of architecures and systems. One needs the knowledge of the systems 
and the logistics to assess what happens. Stay in charge of the functional specifications of applications.  
 
Continue asking the question: how solid will “this” concept or solution be. The future remains difficult to 
predict. Managing expectations and making organizational assumptions explicit is another part of dealing 
with requirements of flexibility. It makes you aware of interdependencies. 
 
Make organizational changes: put resources to maintenance of forms and processes, to monitor and respond 
to questions of change, to listen to customers and legislators. Have agreements on methods for changing 
applications/processes/education of officials. If you have very tight budgets, it is not possible. 
 
6.2.3. Options  
There are several notions that may help in managing the need for change and flexibiliy. 
?? Modularization: make solid architectures in which systems and functions are fitted as components 
and in which their interrelations are minimized where possible. 
?? Build external communication on the intranet solutions of the agency. 
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?? Middleware: separate front end from back end; make distinctions between  presentation layer, 
functional layer and data layer (see section 1 - layer technology). 
?? Make sure that up-to-date maps of systems and architectures exist; be able to assess effects of 
changes in components of an architecture, in business processes, or service out lets. 
?? Accept that equipment and tools may have life cycles that last only 2 or 3 years. 
?? Check expectations on standards or approaches by using expertise from external independent firms; 
get second opinions, consult experts on standards and on the life cycle of technical devices and 
platforms. 
?? Outsourcing and making good contracts may help you to export a part of the problem. Although the 
contracts will make you less flexible on other aspects at the same time. 
?? Plan for an incremental roll out of a system, in parts, in layers, or otherwise; and generate learning 
within the implementing organization. 
?? Deliver tools to the customer that they can “plug in”. 
?? Managing websites and keeping them up to date require solid content management and web 
publication processes within the organization (are the links still valid?). Roles and responsibilities 
need to be clearly defined. Monitor customer wishes and needs (see section 5). It is important to 
manage the flexibility of the internet as a medium. 
?? In the case of investment in expensive components of the architecture: consider the use of scenario 
analysis. Anticipate different futures. 
 
6.4 Conditions needed 
The subsections already referred to important conditions for managing flexibility. 
Awareness and resources are needed. Overview and consciousness are a good start. 
Build your architectures on the assumption that data are an asset (capital); disclosing them for different 
purposes and preparing for that is part of the challenge.  
 
6.5. Pitfalls 
Outsourcing is part of a solution but also a possible pitfalll. The interface within the agency or institution 
and the functional specifications on the basis on which the firms deliver have to be defined carefully in 
advance. Otherwise, you will end up with being overly dependent on the supplier. Switching costs will be 
prohibitive. Building an architecture on available standard components (only using ready made programs) is 
another answer to that pitfall (COTS: “commercial off the shelf”).  
 
Do not rely on commitments of private suppliers regardless of their size or reputation. There are illustrative 
examples of unexpected changes in the market. Furthermore, technical solutions that claim to enhace 
flexibility are to be distrusted; ICT is a “freezing technology” in itself (there are always hidden 
inflexibilities). 
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The main pitfall in the programming for electronic service delivery is ignoring maintenance responsibilities 
and resources. Changing technologies and changing customer expectations ask for regular review of 
electronic service strategies.  
 
DO DON’T 
* Look several years ahead and try to anticipate 
changes 
* Ever assume that you have finished the job with 
electronic services; updates are needed, always. 
* Review your electronic services strategy often 
and regularly.  
*Be afraid to abandon initiatives or projects 
before completion as soon as you can predict they 
will not going to be succesful 
 
7. Costs and benefits 
 
7.1. Introduction 
Most social security organizations are aware of the potential benefits of electronic services: 
Citizens and employers will receive information and benefits easier and faster; 
?? New services can be developed 
?? The reputation and credibility of the organization will improve 
?? The costs of standard operations will probably decrease. 
 
The extent to which these benefits will be realised, is very difficult to predict, and it is sometimes even 
impossible to measure them systematically. Some of the benefits cannot be calculated in terms of money. 
That is the first problem when discussing costs and benefits. 
 
There is no such thing as a free lunch: the anticipated benefits require substantial investments. 
A budget is needed for maintenance. Estimating these costs requires many assumptions. And as electronic 
transactions, identification and security measures require expensive solutions, co-operation and sharing of 
infrastructure will become more important. As a result the costs will become less predictable (who is 
accounting for what?). 
 
Furthermore, an unequal distribution of cost and benefits between the organizations that participate in a 
common infrastructure is possible. In many projects and for many services, there are parties involved that 
have costs but do not directly benefit. So the second issue in relation to costs and benefits is achieving 
agreements on weights and distributions of burdens. Unequal distribution of costs and benefits may also 
occur within organizations - those carrying the extra burden may not always appreciate or be aware of the 
benefits for the organization as a whole. 
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A third issue is especially relevant for smaller organizations, like (rural) municipalities. For them it is often 
difficult to make an effective start in Web based communication with clients. Lack of resources (budget, 
skills) can turn out to be prohibitive. 
 
7.2. Approaches 
7.2.1. Decisions on infrastructures 
Research in the field of information economics has shown that explicit and comprehensive cost-benefit 
considerations in many ICT or E-commerce projects are rare, in both the private and public sector. Usually 
decisions are made on a basis of imperfect knowledge. 
 
There are some notions that help in making information on costs and benefits available. 
?? Hardware is getting cheaper, software is getting more expensive; however hardware is still very 
expensive and software is still relatively cheap.  
?? Replacing terminals by PC’s has brought significant improvements for the user but has also caused 
a big rise in the cost of control and maintenance - more problems can occur; software distribution 
and change management are complicated. 
?? Managers tend to underestimate the cost of development of databases and applications. 
?? Distributed data bases may lower the cost of network operations but strongly increase the cost of 
synchronisation. 
?? In telecommunications (and maybe in the whole domain of ICT) the cost per unit decreases, while 
the total cost is going up. 
?? There is a trade off between the number of regional offices and the quality of service on the one 
hand, and the cost of regional offices on the other. 
?? It is rather easy to estimate costs when implementing common solutions (networks, office-suites, 
simple applications); this is not the case when choosing state-of-the-art solutions - and therefore the 
latter is far more dangerous for developing countries. 
?? Technology changes so quickly, that long term projects may deliver out-dated solutions. 
?? Pooling of activities between related organisations prevents a discussion on an unequal distribution 
of burdens and benefits and could lead to cost-saving. 
 
 
 
MISCELLANEOUS STATEMENTS 
??A PC is very powerful instrument as long as it is working alone 
??Removing floppy disk drives from desktop PC’s can decrease your maintenance cost considerably 
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7.2.2. Data management and data sharing  
? ?The returns on investment regarding re-use of data can be very large (as Dutch experiences do show) but 
will only be reached after a considerable period (1 to 3 years). 
? ?When organizations have to pay for the data that they need from other agencies, they tend to confine 
their requests for data to a minimum. 
? ?There is a difference in the two models for data exchange (section 3): with distribution type solutions the 
client/employer pays for the service, while in authenticated registration solutions the public institutions 
pay (most of) the bill. 
? ?In social security arrangements where many agencies share large volumes of data the effort of cost 
accounting for individual data or messages will cause a considerable rise in overhead costs (15%); 
pragmatic solutions on the sharing of costs are preferred. 
 
7.2.3. Implementation and exploitation 
? ? Important cost savings could be achieved by having generic processes be implemented by one rather  
 than by a number of institutions. 
? ? To prevent extensive co-ordination problems during a project, the organisation of the project in advance  
 is extremely important. This implies agreement on products, responsibilities, funding, and effective  
 implementation of a product. 
? ? The decision on investments should be made at the same moment as the decision on resources for 
  maintenance. At least there has to be some notion on the level of costs involved in maintenance.  
 Resources for maintenance should be made available at least directly after implementation, but  
 preferably earlier during the investment period. 
? ? Management has to realise that cost will rise during the project, especially in the implementation phase,  
 while the return period will only start after the investment-period. 
? ? The costs of specific solutions for limited groups of clients (e.g. the telephone on the mountain) have to  
 be divided over all customers. 
? ? In some cases a project has an innovative character, which makes it impossible to estimate the cost at  
 all; in these cases the organization works from the “vision” that the project is attractive. This requires a  
very strict and frequent procedure for keeping the cost under control. The same is true for the benefits of 
the project. 
 
7.3. Conditions needed 
Public administration requires long term projects (like developing network infrastructures), while the 
politicians want results in short term. Make politicians aware of this aspect. Try to agree on satisfactory 
milestones. 
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It is important to allocate energy towards making benefits clear and plausible, both in advance and 
afterwards. Mostly client time savings and cost savings are not calculated; but some indicators on these 
issues might be available. 
 
Especially in cases of sharing of infrastructure or data between agencies, the issues of costs and expected 
benefits for each have to be addressed in an early stage. 
 
7.4. Pitfalls 
 
Political pressures and optimistic calculations will cause problems for managers and specialists in social 
security, confusing policy makers and decision makers. Consultancy firms tend to present the cost and 
elapse time of projects far too optimistically. So investigate the assumptions made and come to agreements 
on these beforehand. 
 
Uncertainty about benefits and costs immobilizes. There are always risks to be taken. Incremental 
development, sound project management, and being clear about expectations are ways to control these risks. 
 
The hypothesis that technical solutions in themselves effectuate organizational improvements must be 
rejected. This will only increase costs considerably, while returns on investments will diminish. Again and 
again: rethink business processes and principles for organizations involved first, then automate. 
 
DO DON’T 
 
* Consider the qualitative benefits of electronic 
services such as customer convenience, 
timesavings and customer satisfaction 
 
* Assume that traditional cost benefit    
methodologies apply in the new electronic 
services environment 
* Be aware that there are time pressures to move 
quickly and not to wait for a positive return on 
investment before implementing new services. 
* Pilot, test and implement incrementally 
* Share infrastructures 
* Indulge in discussions on principles of sharing 
costs; other organizations might use the discussion 
to achieve delay, do nothing, etc. 
* Try to measure the benefits of services in detail 
 
8. Concluding remarks 
 
A general picture, with do’s and don’ts, experiences, conditions and possible pitfalls, is the best possible 
result of the workshop. Behind many solutions many specific national characteristics are hidden. Social 
security programmes differ, as well as institutional arrangements, scales and volumes, the diffusion of ICT, 
political cultures, etc. All of these variations affect the decision making on electronic service delivery. More 
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in depth analysis can be provided for only by scientists or consultants, on the basis of systematic 
comparative research. 
 
Nevertheless the formula of a workshop yields good results. It enables the sharing of experiences and 
knowledge. It makes participants aware of things to come or possible improvements in approaches. 
 
Dissemination of the results is necessary. This report may be a good start.  
 
It may contribute and provide input for ISSA activities in the field of information technology, electronic 
services and E-government: 
?? The cases may enhance further bilateral contacts: a fruitful way to learn, is to choose a partner with 
relevant experiences, make contact and visit the partners project or organization yourself; 
?? The network of experts, who are on stand-by for giving (second) opinions or audits - on a low 
profile basis - that already exists in ISSA circles, may be expanded. 
?? Other experts are invited to comment on this report. Are we missing pitfalls or DO’s? Are there 
recent cases that may help other institutions of countries? 
 
The workshop experts largely came from agencies and institutions. This leads to one final question: will 
insights be shared with top policy advisors and politicians and to what extent?  
The sections of this report suggest the need to do so. 
 
Box - LITHUANIAN VISITORS  
The Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment supports the Ministry of Social Security and Labour        
(MSSL) of Lithuania within the scope of a twinning arrangement that is made as part of a mutual 
UNDP/World Bank project. In 1999 MSSL expressed its need for a study tour on the application of ICT in 
social security policy enactment and service delivery. A study tour has been organized and a delegation of 
Lithuanian experts, ICT--managers and a top level decisionmaker, visited Dutch projects and agencies, with 
the aim: * to be shown some results of ICT-investments in The Netherlands;  
* to be informed about pitfalls and learning experiences; 
* to discuss the role of the Ministry with respect to the investment in ICT within the agencies and 
municipalities that are involved in the service delivery;  
* to discuss steps which have to be taken by different organizations in order to invest  successfully in 
infrastructures. It had been discussed in advance that the study tour was also dealing with the mistakes and 
corrections in approaches made. The response of the Lithuanian counterparts was quite positive, especially 
on the discussions on errors and on the role of the Ministry.   
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Appendix I: cases 
 
General introduction 
 
In the main chapters of the report a number of important issues regarding electronic service delivery were 
discussed. However, the main viewpoint was a theoretical one. Therefore we deemed it important that the 
issues discussed would be illustrated by means of specific case studies. 
 
By adding these case studies we hope to achieve two goals: 
 
?? illustrate the theoretical concepts that were described earlier in the paper by means of practical 
applications (so that experts may also learn from practical solutions); 
 
?? provide experts with characteristics of succesfull applications as well as with information that may 
help them contact the appropriate government organization). 
 
(i)   Spain: Mapping of rights and information   
In Spain, social security is composed of different institutions that undertake responsibilities according to 
legal and historical criteria which citizens find difficult to understand. For this reason, a one-stop point of 
access, the website (WWW) “seg-social.es”  has been created. It aims at facilitating consultation on a 
conceptual basis, without the knowledge of which is the relevant organisation responsible for a certain 
subject. 
 
On the other hand, the Ministerio de Administraciones Públicas (Ministry of Public Administration) has 
implemented a portal, (WWW) “map.es”, which includes a directory of internet services provided by the 
Administration. Therefore, it is possible to have simple and intuitive access to any web server, not only of 
the Central Government but also of Regional Government Bodies. Furthermore, links with international 
official agencies have also been included.  
(ii)   Italy: The RUPA network  
 
In 1993 the Italian government constituted the new Authority called AIPA, Authority for the Information 
technology in the Public Administration, with the scope of supporting the co-ordinated development of 
Information Technology in the environment of Public Administration. The first task of this Authority was to 
launch a feasibility study in order to build a common network infrastructure among Public Administrations. 
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In this context it has been established to adopt the standard of communication TCP/IP (Internet standard) in 
order to facilitate the development of the IT domain for each Administration and to remove obstacles in the 
field of telematic exchanges of information among Administrations. 
The designed architecture comprises a wide area network at national level composed by several domains, 
one for each administration, connected between them through a clearing centre. 
 
After the planning phase of the RUPA network, the realisation of it is taken care of by the Technical Centre 
(organizational Unit of AIPA), in order to promote and to develop the realisation of services foreseen and to 
support the users needs.  
The Technical Centre has launched two Calls for Tenders: 
1. The interconnection of every local office in a single domain for every Public Administration, awarded 
by Telecom Italia; 
2. The interoperability among domains awarded by EDS. 
A third Call for Tender will be issued regarding the development of co-operative processes among 
Administrations. 
 
In fact the interoperability phase provides through the clearing centre, only services like: 
?? e-mail; 
?? virtual terminal; 
?? file transfer; 
?? access to Internet. 
At the moment most parts of Public Administration have completed the first phase "interconnection" of their 
own domains. Only some Administrations are already connected to the Clearing Centre in order to realise 
the second phase "interoperability". 
 
This initiative has two important aspects: 
1. to facilitate the co-ordinated  growth of the IT utilization 
2. to obtain heavy economies of scale in the costs of network infrastructure. 
 
(iii)  Holland: The general portalsite of government 
 
(WWW) “overheid.nl” is the general portal for public administration. The purpose of this website is to offer 
Dutch citizens a simple and reliable entrance to all information of the Dutch government as published on the 
Internet. The website enables visitors to communicate with agencies, the civil service, and to local or 
provincial government, to obtain as well as submit information or queries.  
 
As a government portal the website Overheid.nl helps the Dutch citizens to locate specific websites of 
Dutch government organizations and documents published by those organizations on the Internet. Typically 
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you will find here not just the websites of the ministries and cities but e.g. also the website of the LISV 
(LISV is an abbreviation for “Landelijk Instituut Sociale Verzekeringen”, the Dutch organization for the 
regulation of Social Security) and the newly formed SUWI organization, which will cover from next year on 
the total guidance for Dutch citizens to labor or income, based on social security regulations.  
 
The website contains not only a structured collection of links to other websites, but also offers content of 
recent developments regarding to the government, e.g. the official publications about changes in legislation, 
questions asked in the House of Parliament (“Tweede Kamer”), and so on. The information and links can be 
searched via an organizational index, a theme index or via a description of the way the government 
processes are organized. 
 
(iv)  France: Modernizing social data collection 
 
In order to boost employment, government policy aims at facilitating relations between companies and 
various institutions, namely the different social security schemes, retirement complementary schemes, 
unemployment allowances. 
 
In France, as the state has no direct hierarchical power on those institutions, it supported rather than ordered 
the setting up of a public interest body called “GIP – MDS ” - which stands for “ Groupement d’Interet 
Public – Modernisation des Données Sociales ” (Social data modernization public interest body). The social 
institutions which are members in this body are also decision makers through the Board of directors. 
 
The first major achievement of this organization is the creation of an Internet portal. 
This portal can be accessed by any user. Thus it aims at giving various information on the required steps 
between companies and social administrations. It offers a membership process. A company that wants to 
enter the ring then gets a password sent by mail, and can benefit from several services which it can select 
through the portal. Those services are already offered through the institutions’own services. But through the 
GIP portal, they are gathered more adequately. It is consequently a federative type approach. 
(v)  Holland: The index and clearing centre 
 
In the field of social insurances the 5 existing organizations that collect money and deliver benefits use a 
Common Index, the GVI (“gemeenschappelijke Verwijsindex”). The GVI system keeps track of all 
registered social income as well as Social Insurance transactions and relations for people during a pre-
defined period. Files are ordered on social security number. It also keeps track of the status concerning 
income generated through employment or social insurance by the various government regulated insurances. 
One of the main uses of this system is to trace illegal use of the regulations. Illegal use of these insurance 
schemes are reported to the several social insurance organizations for further investigation. Another 
significant function of the GVI is reporting changes in income and insurance schemes to third parties. 
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The GVI is operational since 1994 and its purpose has been to trace illegal use of Social insurance schemes.  
In time the possibilities of the GVI  have increased to provide the function to operate as an Index server and 
to inform third parties of changes in schemes. Users of the GVI are: 
?? Employees of Social insurance Offices 
?? Third parties connected to RINIS network (See also SA-SV) 
?? SUWI-net (CVCS) 
 
Figure 1 Illustration of GVI: 
Changes in income and insurance schemes.
Each week 270.000 changes
Posable illegal use of scheme
75.000 each week
On line transaction
500.000 each week
Beoordeling
aanvraagInsu nce scheme 12.000 each week
42,5 milion schemes
1 
 
The actual transmission of data uses a central clearing formula, known as a “sectoral approach”, SA-SV. 
The SA-SV is the electronic mailbox of the Social insurance sector in the Netherlands for public third 
parties. This system is used to route automatically electronic data between these third parties and the 
institutes or offices of the Social Insurance through the network of RINIS. The purpose of SA-SV is to 
interchange electronic data between the Social Insurance institutes and public third parties. 
 
Figure 2 explains the functionality of the “SA-SV”. 
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Public third parties
SA-SV
GVI
Cadans
GAK
SFB
USZO
GUO
answers
Question
Answers-
 
Figuur 2. SA-SV  
 
(vi)  Canada: Legislation and responsibilities 
 
Canada’s legislation regarding the use of Social Insurance Numbers ensures the controlled electronic 
sharing of client personal information between governments and the private sector. Examples are the 
sharing of information for the collection and/or payment of taxes, for direct deposit of pension payments 
into client bank accounts; for validation for the payment of benefits between governments and/or with 
international partners; or for the garnishment of support payments to due divorced or seperated Canadians 
from the payers employment/bank account. 
 
Canada also has a number of one to one agreements between or amongst governments and the private sector 
that clearly define each clients data element that may be shared electronically for the delivery of social 
programs and services to the client. 
 
Canada’s Federal/Provincial Labour Market Development Agreements ensure that services to clients are 
consistent, whether the service is provided by either government of the private sector. 
 
In order to allow some flexibility in the exchanges of data and/or to aid in meeting the rules, some funding 
of extra’s may be required. A Canadian example: two interfaces for one Province, a network to network 
access to the lead mainframe applications through firewalls, and gateways to support the same function for 
the provincial partners to do the same in reverse and to access their own applications form the lead offices. 
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Canada has adopted as a policy Common Look and Feel (CLF) standards and guidelines for Government of 
Canada Internet Sites. CLF is a key enabler of the Government On-line (GOL) initiative. By establishing 
government-wide standards for communication, identification and information design of government Web 
sites, CLF’s 33 standards and 6 guidelines provide a seamless, citizen-centred model that helps give 
Canadians access to the information they need. All federal government departments have the responsibility 
of implementing these standards in an increasing fashion over the coming years. 
 
(vii) United States: Encrypted mail in a pilotsetting  
 
Internet Transfer of Medical Evidence using Public Key Infrastructure 
 
The disability application process in the USA is very complex. Medical evidence from the applicant’s 
doctors is reviewed at a Disability Determination Service (DDS) office. If the information from the original 
treating healthcare provider is not sufficient to make a determination, the applicant is asked to take a special 
examination called a consultative examination, to provide additional medical evidence. Currently the 
majority of records from these exams, as well as other medical evidence, is tranferred on paper or is faxed. 
 
Medical records are some of the most confidential documents involved in electronic government. Recent 
federal legislation provides stringent privacy and security safeguards as well as standards for data 
transmission. For electronic commerce and communications to be succesful there must be a trusted way to 
transmit health information. 
 
The California Medical Association (CMA) is sponsoring a pilot to test Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 
technology for electronic commerce and communications within the health care industry. The SSA (Social 
Security Administration) is participating in the pilot and accepts signed, encrypted medical evidence from 
healthcare providers using the internet. This project gives the providers experience in using PKI architecture 
and helps establish the costs and benefits of using the internet for electronic commerce to comply with the 
recent legislation. 
 
The pilot gives all participant experience with digital signatures, encryptions, key recovery, PKI and 
Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME) technology. S/MIME was selected because it 
provides an easy entry point. It is readily available in a number of leading free internet email packages 
(Netscape Mail and Outlook Express) and is easy to use. The alternatives were to built a webform or use 
FTP. For the pilot, organizations have been willing to use S/MIME even if it required using a new email 
package. 
 
In the California Electronic Mail Evidence Project, SSA’s public key was given to the healthcare providers 
who send medical evidence electronically. The providers use SSA’s public key to encrypt the evidence and 
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securely transmit it to SSA using email. Additionally, the healthcare provider digitally signs the email with a 
digital certificate issued by the CMA. When SSA receives the evidence attached to the email, they use the 
private key to decrypt the evidence and route it to the appropriate individuals in the DSS processing the 
claim. 
 
In this project, healthcare providers transmit personal data tot SSA. SSA does not have control over the data 
until it is received at the mail server, inside the firewall. The major purpose of the project is to test the 
viability of transmitting personal data over the internet, protected from unauthorized disclosure by PKI 
encryption and authentication. 
 
The pilot has been very successful. There are discussions underway to expand the process to include more 
providers in California and to other states. One issue to be resolved in expanding the pilots is the use of 
S/MIME. While easier to use than FTP or a webform, it is not available in all email products. Other issues 
being adressed are the need for more education about PKI and record retention/storage and retrieval. 
 
(viii) Spain: Implementing Kiosk in rural Andalusia  
 
About 600 information stands (kiosks) have been established in Social Security Offices and in those of the 
Instituto Nacional de Empleo (Nationa Employment Institution) and the Health Care Service, which enable 
access to information in places where it had not been possible before, given the diversity of the information 
involved. 
 
However, the number of consultations per stand in June 2000 (the latest monthly data available) averaged 
325, which inplies quite a low utilisation rate. On closer analysis, these figures show a strong contrast 
between important cities and rural areas, where the average utilisation is even lower, despite the fact that 
access to conventional information is more difficult and, consequently, one would expect the utility of the 
stand were higher. 
 
This fact denotes a strong cultural element that should be studied in detail. 
 
(ix)  United States: Tools with 2-year life span  
 
The Experiences of the American Social Security Administration include decisions on short life times of 
systems. Organizations have historically used a 5-year system life when estimating the useful life of a new 
system or application. But how many could have predicted 5 years ago the kind of impact the Internet has 
had on delivering services to SSA-customers? “Internet Speed” is something all organizations must deal 
with. Not only is the technology changing at this rate, customer expectations are changing just as fast. 
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Because of this, organizations must be flexible in designing and building new applications. Often the useful 
life of a new system (both harware and software) may be significantly less than the traditional 5 years. Some 
reasons for the reduced system life are: 
 
Moving up the learning curve 
As an organization moves up the learning curve associated with something as multifacetted as a new service 
delivery channel, there will be some false starts. Some of the early applications may have a shorter system 
life, because lessons learned urge for better practices. 
 
Emerging markets 
As the market place for technical products in the internet environment matures, an early adopting 
organization may not want to commit to one particular vendor or solution. It may experiment with one or 
more competing products in pilot implementation before committing to a solution. Or an organization may 
commit to one product in an emerging market, only to find a much better product is available a year or two 
later. 
 
Escalating Customer Expectations 
As customers are exposed to more internet applications, their expectations will change. Organizations will 
need to frequently refresh their applications to continue to meet changing customer expectations. 
 
Pressing Needs 
An organization may have a pressing need today (i.e. dealing with e-mail inquiries), and acknowledge that 
the technology is not as mature as desired to make a longer term commitment to a tool/product. They may 
buy the best tool available today because it will provide instant relief to a current situation. They should 
continue to study the market and keep abreast of new products introduced. Organizations should not be 
afraid to abandon the first tool in a short period of time if (and only if) something much better comes along. 
 
(x)  France: Flexible presentation of schemes & rights 
 
Social security institutions must increasingly improve their end user services. It implies an efficient and 
acute response in a fast moving world both technologically and with regard to legal matters. So as to 
reinforce its essentia l patrimony, CNAVTS (French National Fund for Wage Earners Retirement) has built 
up an Intranet system called “ BOREALE ” which offers to its staff the National Electronic Legal data base 
(“ BNL ”). This holds all the legislation of the social security retirement scheme. It obviously doesn’t 
consists of the texts of all the relevant laws and regulations. These laws often overlap, they add up to each 
other, but seldom cancel the previous one over the years. Therefore it is very difficult to work directly with 
this raw material. The overall picture is hard to get. 
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CNAVTS has undertaken a thorough survey of these texts and has made a modelized analysis of them. This 
analysis has then been stored and “ translated ” into everyday French. So it can be clearly and easily 
understood with little risk of misunderstanding. This data basis has been opened to the whole staff. Changes 
and supplements in legislation are added. 
 
CNAVTS has planned to make it accessible to everybody through Internet. Effectively, nowadays, clients 
increasingly wish to be informed. They also ask for evidence to understand why such and such settlement 
has been made concerning their file. 
 
(xi) Ireland: Reach Initiative seeks to integrate services to customers 
 
The Reach programme in Ireland is an example of a Social Security initiative which has been adopted at 
national level as the framework for e-Government and integrating services across the whole public service. 
The initiative began as the Integrated Social Services Strategy – led by the Social Security Ministry – in 
1996. Among the principal recommendations were the use of a unique common identification number for 
customers of the public service; the central registration and sharing of core customer data; and the use of a 
card as the customer’s secure key to access data and services.   
 
Legislation was enacted to underpin the use of the common identifier and the services card. The Reach 
agency was set up by Government in 2000 to develop the framework for e-Government and integration of 
services at national level. Reach is administratively part of the Social Security Ministry but its mandate runs 
across the full public service. 
 
An additional Government decision adopted a generic service delivery model – termed the Public Services 
Broker – as the operational vehicle by which services will be delivered electronically.  
The Broker will store customer’s commonly used data centrally and will release it on the instructions of the 
customer to other agencies in the context of a transaction for a service. The Broker will provide a common 
customer identity authentication service to agencies for the three main delivery channels – front office, 
telephone and self service over the internet. It is intended to issue smartcards to support customer access to 
data and to support digital signatures. 
 
Further information may be found at www.reach.ie.  
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Abstract: Electronic services to citizens are a growing concern to governments all over the world, not in 
the least in the domains of social security and labor market. It was at the Montreal Conference of the ISSA – 
the International Social Security Association – in 1999 that many organizations in many countries showed 
to be grappling with many questions concerning the implementation of electronic service delivery. In order 
to elaborate on experiences of implementation, the ISSA and three Dutch member organizations arranged an 
expert work shop on implementation strategies for E-government in social security in the Autumn of 2000. 
This report summarizes the experts conclusions on strategies, methods, do´s and don´ts. It emphasizes the 
importance of a mix of technological, political, legislational and organizational prerequisites. 
 
The considerations encompass the following domains or perspectives: 
(i) Infrastructure, being the technical devices such as network components, servers, protocols, instruments 
for client identification, which needs some cooperation or coordination between social security 
organizations; 
(ii) Data management, which poses the question how governments can avoid to ask citizens or employers 
for the same information twice;  
(iii) Standards and responsibilities, dealing with scope, and with how they are to be established, 
implemented and maintained;  
(iv) Client appreciation, one of the key issues when designing the services, which ones and how;  
(v) Issues of flexibility, which are related to changes in legislation, in technical standards and client 
appreciation; and last but not least: 
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(vi) Costs and benefits, the context of justification for investments. 
 
For each domain or theme, context, goals and experiences are stated first. Only a few examples are 
described in the report itself. Each theme ends with do´s and don´ts, aiming at the promotion of action, at 
the reduction not the ignorance of complexity. A range of illustrative cases is described in a separate 
appendix. 
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